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Debate Policies

The overall quality of Union & Peace debates relies on the preparation of the staff

members of Union & Peace as well as the preparation and behavior of delegates

during and after sessions. It is critical for delegates participating in Union & Peace

to follow the policies and parliamentary procedures set forth by the Secretariat as

well as the following guidelines.

Position paper

All delegates are required to submit a copy of their position paper, either through

mail or directly to their Chair during registration. Delegates wishing to submit their

position paper must follow requirements of submission found in the position paper

guide in our website. Delegates who do not submit a position paper to the Chair

or through mail are not eligible for an award. The position paper is a criteria for

awards, so it is recommended that all delegates prepare a well-written position

paper.

Parliamentary Procedure

During debate, delegates are required to follow the parliamentary procedure set

forth by Union & Peace.

Technology

The use of technology is prohibited at all times during debates except during

unmoderated debates. During unmoderated debates, delegates may use their

laptops and tablets for writing working papers. Delegates may use technology

during a time other than an unmoderated debate as indicated by the chair.
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Committee Background

The government of the United Kingdom has been a monarchy since 

around the 10th century when Egbert first established a long and stable 

rule over the Anglo-Saxon England. The monarch had absolute power over 

the country until the signing of the Magna Carta in 1215 by King John. It 

stated that the monarchy’s power has limits, and that the church cannot 

demand taxes without the approval of a council of religious officials and 

feudal lords; this group later became the Parliament. Then came the 

Glorious Revolution of 1688 in which the Parliament invited William and 

Mary of Orange to invade England, and eventually assented to the Bill of 

Rights. This Bill legally required the Parliament to be held regularly, 

regardless of the monarch, and gave them freedom of speech. As time 

went by, the Parliament became stronger as a representative government 

similar to the Congress of the United States and consists of an upper and 

lower house. The upper house, the House of Lords, and the lower house, 

the House of Commons. 
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By the 1700’s, the House of Commons became more powerful and 

could initiate taxes which meant that a legislative branch controlled the 

state’s money. Today, the Prime Minister runs the government with the help 

of the Cabinet and ministers. The Prime Minister is responsible for all policy 

and decisions and is the principal government figure in the House of 

Commons. Then, the Cabinet is made up of the senior members of the 

government. They meet every week to discuss the most important issues of 

the government. Specifically, the role of the Parliament is to look at what 

the government has done, set taxes, debate issues, and pass new laws. 

The two-chamber system serves as a checks and balances for both 

Houses. The House of Commons is publicly elected. Members of 

Commons (MPs) debate big political issues and proposals for new laws. 

They are responsible for making decisions on financial bills. The House of 

Lords complements the work of the House of Commons.
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Neville Chamberlain reconstructed the existing government in 

December 1939.  He started to change positions of power and even saw 

the return of Winston Churchill as the political head of the Royal Navy. This 

government had a small War Cabinet which consisted of only the principal 

and service ministers. The rest with government positions served outside 

the Cabinet. The War Cabinet consists of Chamberlain, Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, Foreign Secretary, Churchill, Minister for coordination of 

Defense, Secretary of State for Air and Secretary of State for War. 

Chamberlain agreed to recognize Italian supremacy in Ethiopia in 

1938 in attempts to keep them away from German influence. A couple days 

later, he decided to remove naval troops from Ireland which posed the idea 

of weakness in front of other countries.
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Topic Background

Britain created a policy in order to prevent another war with Germany 

in the late 1930s. This policy was named Appeasement and is closely 

associated with the Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain. The appeasement 

policy was based on giving land to Germany in order to avoid conflict. The 

roots of appeasement can be traced back to the weakness and security 

arrangements of post-World War 1, but the policy was created and 

motivated by other factors. Hitler’s expansionist actions began in 1936, 

when his military invaded the Rhineland. Two years later he annexed 

Austria and in September of that same year, The Munich Conference was 

held in which Chamberlain allowed Germany to occupy the Sudetenland. 

This was all in hopes of maintaining peace amongst these countries. 

Appeasement became popular, because neither Britain and its primary ally 

France, were in any way prepared for another war. It seemed like the 

perfect way of staying out of it. 
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Nazism is the ideology associated with Hitler and the Nazi Party. It is 

a form of fascism and came from Germany’s strong sense of nationalism 

since the late 19th century, and was further influenced after its defeat in 

World War 1. Nazism incorporates intense antisemitism, scientific racism, 

and is against communism. It aimed to create a clean German society 

based on racial purity, and gain land to what the deemed “inferior” races. 

The base of the policy lies in preventing in every possible way and no 

matter the cost, another international war. Germany started to pose this  

threat once Hitler rose to power promising national pride to all, and getting 

everything they lost back. This included losing land within Europe (territory 

in Belgium, Czechoslovakia and Poland), and cede their colonies in China, 

Pacific and Africa to the Allied nations. They also had to greatly reduce 

armed forces, accept demilitarization and Allied occupation around the 

Rhine River, and even received full blame for the war and had to pay 

billions in reparations to the Allies. 
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Appeasement was the way in which, in theory, every country was 

happy. Germany could get its land and population back, and Europe could 

stay out of war. Another way to say it is Britain giving in to Germany’s 

wishes as long as they did not start another conflict. But, things don't 

always go as planned. Germany started to take advantage of Britain's 

policy, and took more land than what it was supposed to.
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General History

The League of Nations was intended to resolve global conflict 

peacefully. But its failure became evident in the beginning of the 1930s. They 

were unable to stop the attack that Japan had on Manchuria and China, and 

when Mussolini invaded Abyssinia. When Hitler militarized the Rhineland in 

1936, a British and French reaction failed to occur out of fear of another 

global war. Then, during the Spanish Civil War, Germany and Italy sent 

troops to the rebels and no intervention from the International community 

appeared. Afterwards, when Chamberlain met Hitler at Berchtesgaden and 

eventually settled the Munich agreement, he was sure he had settled “peace 

for our time”. This agreement consisted of Britain letting Germany take the 

Sudetenland, the northern, southern and western areas of Czechoslovakia. 

People celebrated Chamberlain for his accomplishments and he was even 

invited to Buckingham Palace by the King and Queen. People liked the idea 

of appeasement because they wished to avoid conflict since the memories 

and suffering from the Great War were still present. 
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Nonetheless, the UK immediately accelerated the rearmament 

program. Furthermore, Britain, as many other countries, was suffering the 

depression of 1930 and could not afford another war. Adding to the 

reasons why people liked the appeasement, was that they felt the Treaty of 

Versaille had been a little too rough on Germany and they had the right to 

regain its lost lands. 

The Treaty of Versaille was signed on June 28th, 1919 by the Allied 

Powers and Germany. The Allies demanded “compensation by Germany 

for all damage done to the civilian population of the Allies and their 

property by the aggression of Germany by land, by sea and from the air.” 

The German delegates present were shocked at the severity of the 

consequences. The German population and territory was reduced by about 

10 percent due to the treaty, and all its overseas colonies in China, the 

Pacific, and Africa were taken over by Britain, France and other Allied 

nations. 
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The Big Four, the representatives of Great Britain, the United States, 

France and Italy, wanted to make sure that Germany never posed an 

international threat again, so they imposed a few rules for them. First, they 

reduced their army to 100,000 men. Second, they forbid the manufacturing 

of any war supply like tanks, submarines, airplanes, and poison gas. 

Additionally, they only allowed a few factories to produce ammunition. The 

unfair treaty and a slack enforcement of its provisions paved the way for 

German militarisation in the 1930s. 

On November 13th, 1937, the Evening Standard reported the likely 

deal between Germany and Britain, a story which was leaked to the 

journalist Vladimir Poliakoff. "Hitler is ready, if he receives the slightest 

encouragement, to offer to Great Britain a ten-year truce in the colonial 

issue... In return... Hitler would expect the British Government to leave him 

a free hand in Central Europe."1
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Committee Focus

The objective of this committee is to decide whether or not 

Appeasement should be broken and if so, when. Delegates will debate and 

decide if this policy is the right one for the country to follow, or if they 

should break it before war occurs. It is essential to consider the economic, 

social, and political state of the country while doing so. The committee has 

to look at what has happened between Britain and Germany, everything 

that led to the formation of this policy, the results it has had so far, and it’s 

effectiveness overall.
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Perspectives

● Neville Chamberlain: 

Chamberlain is the Prime Minister and the Leader of the House of 

Commons and the person appointed to the creation of the 

Appeasement policy. He believes he has saved his nation and gotten 

“peace for our time”.  Even though he is sure of this policy’s success, 

he is also making sure to always have an alternate plan and start 

preparing for war.

● Edward Wood, also known as Lord Halifax: 

Lord Halifax is the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and was not 

worried about the emergence of Hitler and the growth of Nazi 

Germany once he was moved from education to the War Office in 

June 1945. He also started to attend regular weekend parties in 

Cliveden alongside other important people and became known as the 

Cliveden Set. Most members of this group were supporters of a close 

relationship with Hitler. He visited Germany for the first time in 1936, 

and told one of his close friends he liked all Nazi leaders. 
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Then, in November 1937, Chamberlain sent Lord Halifax to meet with 

Adolf Hitler and other important leaders. In his diary, he records how 

he told Hitler: "Although there was much in the Nazi system that 

profoundly offended British opinion, I was not blind to what he (Hitler) 

had done for Germany, and to the achievement from his point of view 

of keeping Communism out of his country." Lord Halifax supported 

Chamberlain’s appeasement policies, while the then Foreign 

Secretary did not. He, the then Foreighn Secretary, resigned and 

that’s when Wood became the new Foreign Secretary.

● Leslie Hore-Belisha: 

Leslie Hore-Belisha is the Secretary of State for War and after the 

Munich disaster involving the Sudetenland unfolded in 1938, he 

began to defy Chamberlain by pressing for conscription and the 

Ministry of Supply. He started to save funds and set plans for a larger 

British Expeditionary Force (BEF) in case any hostilities started. 

These actions went against Chamberlain’s attempt to minimize 

anything that could be seen as an aggressive posture to the Nazi 

regime, and therefore invalidated his Appeasement strategy. 
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● Winston Churchill: 

Churchill is the First Lord of the Admiralty and had began to warn 

Britain on the danger of the Nazi regime in Germany, but nobody 

seemed to listen. He was judgemental of the Appeasement policy 

and reached out to the United States, appealing for more American 

involvement if it came to war. Once Hitler occupied Prague, Bohemia, 

and Moravia, his predictions were proved correct. 
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Participation List
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1. Anthony Eden

2. Edward Wood, also known as Lord Halifax

3. Leslie Burgin

4. Leslie Hore-Belisha

5. Lord Caldecore

6. Lord Chatfield

7. Lord Hankey

8. Neville Chamberlain

9. Oliver Stanley

10. Ronald Cross

11. Sir John Simon

12. Sir Kingsley Wood

13. Sir Samuel Hoare

14. Walter Elliot

15. Winston Churchill
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Key Terms

➢ Appeasement: the action of bringing someone or something to a 

state of peace.

➢ Fascismr: ideology in favor of dictatorship. It prioritizes the 

nation above the individuals.

➢ Militarization: preparation for war.

➢ Munich Agreement: Settlement reached in 1938 by Germany, 

France, Britain, and Italy, permitting the German annexation of 

Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland.

➢ Nazism: an extremely nationalist and anti-semitic ideology which was 

created as direct opposition to Socialism.

➢ The Big Four: Great Britain, the United States of America, France, 

and Italy.

➢ Treaty of Versailles: treaty signed in 1919 that ended the World War 

I. It ended the state of war between Germany and the Allied Powers.

➢ War: a state of conflict.
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